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Entrant Details

Name of Contact Person
Dean Micallef

Email Address
dean.micallef@firstbridge.com

Contact Number
79003686

Solution Title
Pitchora

Company Name
Firstbridge Services Limited (Brand : Pitchora)

Adjudication Criteria

This category seeks to reward the individual or organisation that, in the opinion of the adjudication committee, have
managed to nurture an effective online social (community) platform or channel across which online users are able to
create, interact, collaborate and share content, whether text, images or video.

Main Adjudication Criteria

Innovation

Pitchora is a start-up competition, designed to provide a platform and an opportunity to creative, innovative and
disruptive start-ups to compete for access to an exclusive start-up incubator, seed-funding, access to premium
business players and networks, and other forms of monetary and non-monetary professional support.

The Campaign was designed to appeal and attract all relevant Maltese startups that have a promising and
comprehensive business concept that can survive and thrive in the real world given the current market demands.

Our objective was to design a campaign that showed true professionalism in our approach yet welcoming and straight
forward enough to not scare off entry level startups from applying. our target was to attrach 15 startups to apply and
we managed to attract 42, which shows that the appeal reached wider than was initially expected.
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the Use of local personalities through the medium of video, imagery and PR helped bring together the key elements
that showed the opportunity at hand through Pitchora.

Visual Appeal

The Campaign started through general PR (Presence on Lovin Daily, interviewing through local media houses and
direct sessions with members of the media). it was then followed up with regular updates on social media following
the launch of our website pitchora.com.

Through our social media platforms we released a number of videos, images and interactive content that helped
connect the understanding of what might have been complicated to start off with to something far more
understandable, all the while connecting the right endorsement factors that gave the event the clout it deserved.

Interactivity

Startups were encouraged and invited to apply, communicate and interact with the relevant quiz feeds that we had
planned.

therefore we had identified the fact that we could be facing different types of startups and we ensured that our
campaign targetted them all. (More mentioned in question below : Targeting*

however the use of Social Media (Video & Imagery, Website, Radio, Networking and Print proved to be a great recipe
for success.

Content

The Content was designed to appeal to the start-up scene, which is somewhat colourful, exciting and innovative, yet
the reality of investing and supporting start-ups needed that element of trustworthiness and realibility, so all our
content focused on being approachable and creative yet serious and professional.

Objective Attainment

The objectives were clear from the start and we exceeded all expectations.

Pitchora was designed to ATTRACT and SELECT Malta's leading startups still in their very early stages, the pre €1m
valuation mark to be exact.

by setting out to attract all startups worthy of consideration we wanted to become visible everywhere and anywhere
that a startup might be. so naturally we targetted relevant interest groups, startup organisations and networks.

We did this through effective collaborations with Silicon Valletta, Malta Chamber, Gadgets, ICE Malta, Vibe FM and YPO

we then ensured we produced attractive, modern and relevant content and made it visible on all social media pages
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as well on the social media pages of key players such as Lovin Malta and FreeHour as well as collaborators who were
supporting through sharing and exploiting the same content via their own platforms.

Targeting

As we targetted any form of startup based in Malta, we subsectioned the target startups in three distinct groups, as
follows:

 

1. The established professional startup needed to know that Pitchora was a competition worth taking seriously, so
here we promoted our partners and collaborators through video and articles that showcased the best in the business
being a key part of Pitchora, this helped raise the profile immediately and ensured top particpants came through;
2. Startups that may have thought they had a good idea but werent sure if it was good enough were encouraged to
take our quiz via our startup incubator brand website : https://www.basement2boardroom.com/quiz, this would give
them the insight as to whether they were ready to apply or not, naturally this created an element of excitement and
novelty.
3. Startups that didn't even know their idea was worth taking forward were invited to meet with us ahead of
applications through interactive webinars, one-on-one conultations and video calls, this helped them identify the true
potential and seperate the hobbyists from professional ideas

Administration

Our team was divided into 3:

 

1. Our Design team led by Danjel was resposible for content creation and execution
2. Our Leadership team led by Dean was focused on building relationships, discussing our strategy and participating
in PR intiatives and
3. Our Operational team led by Jessica was focused on ensuring we maintained that standard of professionalism, by
answering requests, giving feedback and providing the relevant terms and conditions associated with the processes.

Analytics

Danjel and his team were constantly monitoring numbers and data, indeed our fears were that we would not manage
to attract the 15 we had targeted so our campaign was monitored to ensure we closed the number of applications we
needed, and indeed that was a great success as 42 applicants came through in the end.

 

There were cases were we needed to tweak our approach based on feedback received and data figures, and by doing
so we saw more applications come in.
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Platforms Used

We ensured we were present across all the relevant digital platforms, and therefore our campaign was visible on our
own websites as well as social media pages together with the social media pages of key partners who shared and
particpated actively in doing so.

We had interactivity from YPO, Malta Chamber, Gadgets, Lovin Malta, FreeHour, Malta Startup Community, Malta
Enterprise, Startup Participants themselves, VIBE FM and many more.

 

all content was free to see on:

https://www.pitchora.com/

https://www.facebook.com/pitchora.official

https://www.facebook.com/search/top?q=basement2boardroom

https://www.basement2boardroom.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pitchora/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/basement2boardroom/

https://www.instagram.com/pitchora.official/

https://www.instagram.com/basement2boardroom.mt/

 

Bonus Criterion

Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG)

Our message throughout was focused on promoting the success of young aspiring startups. they are the future and
the future is bright provided we support those that are committed to positive change. change is a reality and unless
we embrace it we risk way too much.

the startups that Pitchora aimed to support needed to be responsible, professional and innovative in their approach,
so by encouraging the attraction of such players will help encourage the introduction of mindsets of the youth who's
values are much more aligned with the real concerns of the modern world including the Environment and
Responsibility to the wider community more often than not ahead of profitability and financial success.

Through our initative we ensured that participants were not required to commity equity in return for the support, and
ensured that we led by example by making our process extremely transparent and promoted corporate governance
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throughout the entire campaign.


